ABSTRACT The clustering analysis is an important unsupervised learning algorithm in data mining, which has a wide range of applications in the field of pattern recognition, image processing, and so on. The existing clustering algorithms generally need one or more pre-setting parameters, these parameters lack the effective acquisition method and are often determined empirically, which has a great influence on the performance and robustness of the clustering algorithm. In this paper, we propose a new parameter-free clustering algorithm. We transform the unclassified data set into a weighted complete graph and use Laplacian centrality to characterize the local importance of data points. Then the density-based spatial clustering of application with noise (DBSCAN) framework is used to find the number of clusters and complete the clustering, in which the optimal parameters of DBSCAN are automatically extracted from the original data by potential entropy method. The feature of the new clustering algorithm is that the parameters needed by the algorithm can be extracted from the original data and the correct number of clusters is automatically found, which achieve true parameter-free clustering. We compare the algorithm with seven well-known clustering algorithms in 10 data sets. The simulation results show that the new algorithm has good clustering effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering algorithm is an important method of data mining. It aims to find the internal distribution structure of the data for further data analysis, which is widely used in the field of pattern recognition, machine learning, information retrieval, computer vision etc. [1] - [6] . In clustering tasks, similarity, dissimilarity and how we define the correct clustering are important research contents [7] . According to different learning methods, many types of clustering algorithms have been proposed in [8] - [12] . k-means [13] and k-means++ [14] are two well-known clustering methods based on partitioning, k-means first randomly select k data points as initial cluster centers and generate initial clusters, then iteratively update the mean vectors and the clusters will also change accordingly, until the mean vector points no longer change. k-means++ is an improved k-means algorithm in the initial clustering center selection, which improves the accuracy of the algorithm. This kind of clustering algorithm is simple and efficient, but there are some problems: k-means algorithm needs to determine the number of clusters k in advance.
Its clustering performances are very sensitive to the initial center point. In addition, it cannot find the convex-shaped clusters or clusters with large differences in size and is sensitive to noise and outliers. DBSCAN [15] and OPTICS [16] are density-based clustering algorithms. Density clustering algorithms depend on density rather than distance, so they can detect arbitrary shapes clusters. The basic idea is to find the higher density points first, then the close high-density points are gradually joined together to form various clusters [7] . DBSCAN is the best-known density-based algorithm, and OPTICS is an improvement of the DBSCAN algorithm in parameter settings. This kind of algorithm is efficient and suitable for clusters with arbitrary shapes, but the clustering result is highly sensitive to parameters.
Recently, a clustering algorithm named ''clustering by fast search and find of density peaks'' in [17] proposed a new algorithm (DPC) based on local density ρ and minimum distance δ to identify cluster centers and can detect clusters with arbitrary shapes. The algorithm assumes that clustering center is surrounded by neighbors with low local density and is far from any data points with higher density, that is, the cluster centers have anomalously large value of ρ and δ. Then the algorithm reflects the density and distance values of nodes in the decision graph, and artificially selects the number of cluster centers to perform clustering. The DPC algorithm is very simple and efficient, but it also has two disadvantages: first, the cutoff distance dc is based on the user's experience, and its size directly affects the clustering effect and robustness. Second, the number of clustering centers is manually selected by the user from the decision graph. Some improvements to the algorithm were proposed in literatures [18] - [21] . An adaptive clustering algorithm based on K-nearest neighbors was proposed in [18] . This algorithm introduces a Gaussian kernel density function based on k-nearest neighbors to define the density of nodes, which makes the cluster center point easier to identify. Then it uses a new concept of cluster density-reachable to achieve clustering. The algorithm has achieved good performance on some datasets, but the parameters involved are still set manually. Du et al. [19] proposed a similarity measurement for values and categorical values in reference. This algorithm can reveal the structure of the dataset and has better robustness than DPC, but it cannot automatically determine the cluster centers. An improved DPC algorithm called 3DC algorithm was proposed in [20] , which uses the DBSCAN frame to identify the optimal number of clusters and complete clustering. It overcomes the DPC's disadvantages of manual selection of cluster centers, but it requires presetting parameters when calculating node density.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the classical algorithms and DPC that require pre-setting parameters or manually selecting the number of clusters, we propose a new parameter-free clustering algorithm called Laplacian Centrality Peaks Clustering based on potential entropy (PELC), which does not need to artificially set parameters in the clustering process. The PELC algorithm has the new features as follows. (1) The Laplacian centrality algorithm is used to measure the importance of nodes, and it can effectively and accurately measure the importance of nodes without any parameters [22] . (2) The algorithm uses the DBSCAN framework to automatically find the number of clusters. (3) The potential entropy method is used to automatically extract the parameters of the DBSCAN framework from the original data. These parameters do not need to be determined empirically. In order to evaluate the performance of the PELC algorithm, we compare the PELC with DPC and some well-known clustering algorithms by several datasets and evaluation indicators. The experimental results show that the PELC algorithm has good clustering effect.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the PELC algorithm in detail, including the description of the data, the extraction of parameters, and the calculation process. In Section 3, we select some representative datasets and evaluation indicators to analyze the results of the experimental simulation of this algorithm. The conclusion is given in Section 4.
II. LAPLACIAN CENTRALITY PEAKS CLUSTERING BASED ON POTENTIAL ENTROPY (PELC)
We propose a Laplacian centrality peaks clustering algorithm based on potential entropy (PELC), which uses potential entropy method to automatically extract the parameters needed by the algorithm from the original dataset, and then use DBSCAN method to find the optimal number of clusters and achieve clustering automatically.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION Suppose X n be the original dataset which can be represented as X n = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n }. We transform the original dataset into a weighted complete network which can be represented as G = (N , E, W ). Where the set of network nodes N (G) = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n } is the set of data points of the original dataset, E denotes the set of edges of the weighted network G, and W denotes the weight of edges connected between nodes. The weight of the edge between two nodes in the network is defined as the distance between the corresponding two data points. In this paper, we only consider the undirected network, which means W ij = W ji .
We define d ij as the distance between data point n i and n j (that is, the weight of the edge between node n i and n j in the corresponding weighted complete network). The local importance index α i of node n i is defined as the Laplacian centrality value of that node. For a node n i , we compare its local importance index (Laplacian centrality) with the Laplacian centrality values of other nodes in the network to obtain a set of nodes whose Laplacian centrality value is higher than itself, then calculate the distance between node n i and each node in the set, and define the minimum value of all distances as the minimum distance δ i of node n i .
The method for calculating the distance between data points as follows.
(1) If each data point in dataset X has a coordinate value, the distance between any two data points is the Euclidean distance.
(2) If the dataset X does not have coordinate values for each data point, it indicates the relationship between the data points. For example, the karate club network dataset in [23] is a network represented by an adjacency matrix, and each node in the network is a karate member. If there is a connection between two karate members, that is, the corresponding two nodes have edges. Then the distance d ij between any two data point n i and n j in the dataset at this time is the path length between the two data points.
B. PELC ALGORITHM PRINCIPLE
We first convert the original dataset into a weighted complete network, calculate the Laplacian centrality of each node in the network as an evaluation of the local importance index of the node, and calculate the minimum distance of each node.
The clustering center of clusters in the PELC algorithm is based on the assumption that the clustering center has a higher local importance than its neighbors, and is relatively VOLUME 6, 2018 far away from other nodes with higher local importance values. Therefore, if a node n i has abnormally larger α i and δ i than other nodes, then it is a clustering center. The challenge here is how to distinguish the number of clustering centers with abnormally large α i and δ i . The DPC algorithm [17] determine the number of clustering centers on the decision graph by selecting manually, which is inefficient and errorprone. In the PELC algorithm of this paper, we use the DBSCAN framework to automatically obtain the number of clusters and complete the clustering without human intervention. The parameters required in the DBSCAN method are automatically extracted from the original data by using the potential entropy method.
The overall steps of the PELC algorithm are as follows.
(1) Pre-processing the clustering dataset, calculate the distance between any two data points, and transform the clustering dataset into a weighted complete network, in which the weight of the edge between any two nodes in the network is the distance between two data points.
(2) Calculate Laplacian centrality α i and minimum distance values δ i for any data point n i in the weighted network.
(3) Using the potential entropy method to automatically extract the parameters required by the algorithm.
(4) Using DBSCAN framework method to calculate the correct number of clusters and complete the clustering.
C. LOCAL IMPORTANCE OF DATA POINTS BASED ON LAPLACIAN CENTRALITY
The Laplacian centrality algorithm can measure the local importance of a node in a weighted network. Its basic idea is to characterize the local importance of a node by the relative decline of Laplacian energy in a network due to the failure of a node in the network [20] . Laplacian centrality is an intermediate measure between the global and local features that measure the importance of a node, which not only considers the local environment, but also considers the large environmental neighbors around it. So it is more accurate to evaluate the importance of nodes in the entire network. The Laplacian centrality of the node is calculated as follows.
We convert the original dataset into a weighted complete network G = (N , E, W ), where W (G) is the weight matrix of edges in the network. We calculate the sum of weights of the edges between each node and the others nodes in the network to get a diagonal matrix Y (G):
where x i = n j=1 w i,j is the sum of weights of the edges between node i and the other nodes in the network.
The Laplacian matrix of the weighted network G is:
We calculate the eigenvalues of L(G), and the Laplacian energy of the weighted network G can be defined as:
is a weighted undirected network with n nodes and G i represents the network after the node n i is deleted. The Laplacian centrality α i of the node n i can be expressed as
where E L (G i ) is the Laplacian energy value of the network after removing the data point n i .
D. MINIMUM DISTANCE OF DATA POINTS
We first calculate the local importance of each node by using the Laplacian algorithm. Then we compare the local importance (Laplacian centrality) of a node n i with the Laplacian centrality values of other nodes in the network to get the set of all nodes whose Laplacian centrality value is higher than itself. After calculating the distance between node n i and each node in the set, and define the minimum value of all distances as the minimum distance δ i of node n i . The specific calculation is as follows.
The minimum distance to the node with the largest Laplacian centrality is defined as the maximum value of the distances between this node and other nodes:
E. EXTRACT THE OPTIMAL THRESHOLD
The PELC algorithm uses the DBSCAN framework to achieve clustering. The DBSCAN algorithm needs to preset two parameters: the neighborhood radius threshold eps and the minimum number of neighborhood points MinPts. In this paper, we extract the optimal threshold from the original dataset through the potential entropy. In physical space field, each data point in a dataset is treated as a particle, and potential energy is used to indicate its existence and action to reflect the distribution of data points. Data points in dense regions of the dataset have high potential energy, while data points in sparse regions have lower potential energy [24] . By calculating the potential entropy of the dataset, we can get the optimal threshold for different datasets.
The potential energy of data points usually uses the Gaussian kernel function [25] , the potential energy of data point n i is
where ||x i − x j || represents the distance between data points i and j.
55464 VOLUME 6, 2018 According to the principle of data field [26] , if the potential energy distribution of data points is not uniform, the potential energy of data points can accurately reflect the distribution of data points in the data space when the uncertainty of the data is minimum. The uncertainty of the data is usually represented by potential entropy. For the original dataset X , if the potential energy of each data point is {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ n }, the potential entropy H is
where Z = n i=1 ϕ i represents the normalization factor. Thus the functional relationship between the entropy value and the threshold value is obtained. Fig.1 shows the change in the entropy value H for the different threshold θ of the synthetic dataset in [17] . From Fig.1 , we can observe that the entropy decreases sharply with the increase of the threshold, then gradually increases, and finally maintains the horizontal state. When the entropy is the smallest, the potential energy of the data point can accurately reflect the distribution of the data points in the data space and the θ value at this time is equivalent to the cutoff distance in DPC [17] . In this paper, we take the θ value as the neighborhood radius threshold eps in the DBSCAN algorithm. In addition, another parameter MinPts of the DBSCAN algorithm will be obtained in the original data by automatic extraction, which will be described in details in next section F.
F. USING DBSCAN FRAMEWORK TO CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF CLUSTERS AND ACHIEVE CLUSTERING
We first divide the original dataset into two subsets, and then divide each subset into two smaller subsets, thus continue to subdivide until the termination condition is satisfied. The termination condition of the algorithm adopts the principle of DBSCAN framework [15] : the clustering centers of the two subsets satisfy the condition of density-reachable under the condition of eps and MinPts.
The specific algorithm steps are as follows.
(1) Calculate Laplacian centrality and minimum distance for each data point in the original dataset. For any data point n i , we define β i = α i · δ i .
(2) In the current dataset, two data points with the largest β value are selected as cluster centers.Then we use the k-means clustering (k=2, the clustering center is fixed to two data points with the largest β value) to allocate the remaining data points to the corresponding two clusters. Thus the current dataset is divided into two subsets which are called subset 1 and subset 2 respectively.
(3) Calculate the density of each data point in the current dataset, and calculate the boundary densities bρ 1 and bρ 2 of the two subsets respectively. The boundary density of a subset is obtained by the following method.
For each subset, we get a boundary region which represents a set of points assigned to this subset but less than the distance eps from the points of the other subsets. Then the highest density value bρ in the boundary region of the subset is used as the boundary density of this subset.
(4) Find data points with density values less than bρ 1 and bρ 2 in subset 1 and subset 2 respectively. These data points are considered as noise points and are excluded from subsets 1 and 2 respectively.
(5) For each subset, set the MinPts (a parameter in DBSCAN framework) equal to the boundary density of each subset. For example, MinPts = bp 1 in subset 1 and MinPts = bp 2 in subset 2.
(6) Execute the Algorithm 1(ALDB) on subset 1 and subset 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1 ALDB
Input: subset, eps, bρ Output: subset clustering results (1)Calculate the β value of each data point in the subset; (2)Select the two data points x 1 and x 2 with the highest β as the clustering center; (3)if x 2 is density-reachable from x 1 with parameters eps and bρ (4) output the current subset as a new cluster and the algorithm termination; (5)else (6) Divide the current dataset into two smaller subsets DSub 1 and DSub 2 whose centers are x 1 and x 2 respectively, and compute the boundary densities Dbρ 1 and Dbρ 2 of the two subsets respectively; (7) for i=1 to 2 (8) Find the noise points whose density values are less than Dbρ i in the DSub i and remove them; (9) ALDB(DSub i , eps, Dbp i ); (10) end for (11) 
end if
Algorithm1 ALDB is the abbreviation of ''Algorithm based on Laplacian Centrality and DBSCAN frame''. The ALDB is a recursive subroutine that subdivides the current subset of VOLUME 6, 2018 data into two smaller subsets. For example, subset 1 is divided into two smaller subsets DSub 1 and DSub 2 , and then subset DSub 1 is subdivided into two smaller subsets. . . . . . This procedure is automatically executed by ALDB as arecursive call. The termination condition of the algorithm adopts the principle of DBSCAN framework [15] : when the clustering centers of the two smaller subsets satisfy the condition of density-reachable under the parameters condition of eps and MinPts, the current subset is no longer subdivided into two smaller subsets, and the algorithm aborts. For example, subset 1 is divided into two smaller subsets DSub 1 and DSub 2 . If the clustering centers of the two smaller subsets DSub 1 and DSub 2 satisfy the condition of density-reachable, the subset 1 is the smallest cluster and is no longer subdivided, and the algorithm stops.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, we compare the clustering effects of the PELC algorithm and 7 well-known clustering methods (including DPC) in 10 datasets and 4 clustering indicators.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The test datasets are as follows:
1. Spiral [27] : The dataset is a spiral data pattern, which contains 312 data points and 3 clusters.
2. R15 [27] : The dataset consists of small cyclic datasets with a total of 600 data points and 15 clusters.
3. Aggregation [27] : The dataset contains 788 data points and 7 clusters, some of which have connections.
4. Zahn's Compound [27] : The dataset contains 399 data points and 6 classes, which are formed by clusters of different shapes and densities.
5. Synthetic_cassini [28] : The dataset contains 250 data points and 3 clusters.
6. Flame [29] : The dataset is a simulated flame dataset containing 240 data points and 2 clusters. 7. Jain [30] : The Jain dataset contains 373 data points and 2 clusters, the dataset consists of two half-ring shaped clusters.
8. Iris data [27] : This data set is very famous and is widely used for classification and clustering problems. It has more than two dimensions, contains 150 data points and 4 properties. In the experiment, we use the two dimensions of petal length and petal width for clustering analysis.
9. MNIST dataset [31] : The database of handwritten digits from 0 to 9, has a training set of 60,000 examples.
10. The Olivettifaces dataset [32] : The dataset contains 400 face images of 40 people. Each person has 10 examples taken at different times, different lighting and different facial expressions.
B. CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
We use 4 indicators to evaluate the clustering performance: (1)ACC [33] , (2)NMI [34] , (3)Rand [28] , (4)Sensitivity [28] .
1) ACC INDICATOR
where totalNum represents the number of data points in the dataset, errorNum i represents the number of data points misclassified in cluster i, and n is the number of clusters.
2) NMI (NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION)
It is used to measure the degree of clustering result relative to the actual situation. Here NMI (X , Y ) denotes the mutual information between the random variables X and Y (X , Y represents the labels of the actual category and clustering results, respectively). H is the random variable entropy, which is used to normalize mutual information in the range [0,1]. NMI (X , Y ) is calculated by the following formula:
where n is the number of instances in the dataset, n i , n j represents the number of instances in category i and category j respectively, and n i,j represents the number of instances in category i and category j, the closer the NMI is to 1, the better the clustering effect is.
3) RAND

Rand
It presents the proportion of correct clustering. Assume that there are N elements, C categories in a dataset, get k clusters after clustering. We define four parameters as follows.
TP: elements of the same class are assigned into the same cluster.
FP: elements of the different class are assigned into the same cluster.
TN: elements of the different class are assigned to different clusters.
FN: elements of the same class are assigned to different clusters.
The closer the value of the Rand is to 1, the better the clustering effect is.
4) SENSITIVITY
Sensitivity
It presents the proportion of the same category of elements are cluster accurately. The closer the value of the sensitivity is to 1, the better the clustering effect is.
C. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
We use the PELC algorithmto cluster 8 datasets including Spiral [27] , R15 [27] , Aggregation [27] , Zahn's Compound [27] , Synthetic_cassini [28] , Flame [29] , Jain [30] , Iris data [27] . The clustering results are shown in Figure 2 .
According to Fig. 2 , we analyze the clustering effect of the PELC algorithm on 8 datasets as follows. As can be seen from Fig. 2(a) , the PELC algorithm achieves a good clustering effect on the Spiral dataset [27] , which is impossible with the k-means algorithm and the spectral algorithm. This shows that the PELC algorithm can detect streamlined clusters. In Fig. 2(b) , we use the R15 dataset [27] , which contains two rings and a central cluster. The PELC algorithm successfully detects the cluster structure of the dataset. In Fig. 2(c) , we use the Aggregation dataset [27] . This dataset consists of 7 clusters, which contain two two-two connected clusters. The PELC algorithm completes the classification of connected datasets. The clustering result of the Compound dataset [27] is shown in Fig. 2(d) . The Compound dataset contains six clusters of different shapes and different densities. The PELC algorithm completes the clustering, and well recognizes two clusters connected in the upper left corner and two clusters with different densities on the right. In Fig. 2(e) , we use the Synthetic_cassini dataset [28] , which consists of three spherical clusters. PELC successfully identifies the clustering structure of this dataset, which indicates that PELC has good ability to recognize spherical clusters. In Fig. 2(f) , we test the Flame dataset [29] with two clusters. This dataset consists of the left arrow part and the right sphere data. PELC also achieves good clustering result. In Fig. 2(g) , we use the Jain dataset [30] , which consists of two semicircular shaped clusters. The PELC algorithm overcomes the clustering challenge of arbitrary shapes and successfully detects two clusters. In Fig. 2(h) , we use the Iris dataset [27] , which is a fourdimensional dataset. We use the two main dimensions of the dataset to divide it into two clusters. The PELC also successfully achieves good detection effect of clustering. For Iris dataset, we found that the spectral clustering algorithm performs better than PELC on the NMI and ACC indicators, and the two clustering algorithm have same values on the Rand and Sensitivity. Spectral clustering algorithm is based on Spectral Graph Theory in Graph Theory. It transforms the clustering problem into the optimal partition problem of graph. Compared with the traditional clustering algorithm, it has the advantage of clustering on arbitrary shape sample space and converging to the global optimal solution. PELC algorithm iteratively generates clusters and removes possible noise data points whose densities are less than boundary densities in the clustering process. In Iris dataset, data samples are distributed unevenly in space, and some data points have smaller density values. So some data points that are not noise points may be regarded as noise data and removed in the sparse dataset, thereby reducing the accuracy of clustering. Therefore, Spectral clustering algorithm performs better than PELC algorithm on Iris dataset. We use the four clustering indicators including Rand, Sensitivity, NMI, and ACC to compare the performance of the PELC with 7 clustering algorithms including DPC [17] , k-means [13] , DBSCAN [15] , AP [8] , Hierarchical [9] , Spectral Clustering [10] and Chameleon [11] on the 8 datasets. For the parameter selection problem of those algorithms with parameters, we obtain the optimal clustering effect by repeatedly tuning the parameters. The performances of the clustering algorithms are shown in Table 1 where the best results are shown in boldface numbers.
We also use the PELC algorithm to classify the MNIST [31] dataset. The MNIST dataset is a handwritten digital dataset containing a training set of 60000 samples. We randomly selected a subset in training set for the clustering task and named the subset Mnist2679 which contains 4 digits ''2, 6, 7, 9''. Each digit set includes 250 samples randomly selected from the original digit sets. We use principal component analysis (PCA) method to reduce the dimension of the dataset to calculate the Euclidean distances between arbitrary two data points in the MNIST data. We got 5 dimensions data from the original high dimensions data for the numerical simulation. For the MNIST, using the PELC and 7 well-known clustering algorithms, we calculated Rand, Sensitivity, NMI and ACC and listed them in Table 1 . The results in Table 1 show that, for MNIST, the PELC achieves the best values in the Rand index, Sensitivity index and ACC index, and achieves the second in the NMI index.
In order to verify the classification effect of the PELC algorithm on high dimensional complex datasets, we introduced the Olivettifaces dataset which is widely used in performance detection of machine learning algorithms. This database contains face images of 40 people. Each one has 10 examples of faces. We selected the first 10 people and the corresponding 100 facial images for clustering analysis. The distance and similarity between images can be obtained by the method in [35] . In Fig.3 , we give the clustering result of the Olivettifaces dataset. All images are correctly classified by the PELC algorithm except that the image overlaid by the pale yellow translucent box is not correctly classified. So we see that the PELC algorithm completes the clustering well and successfully detects 10 clusters. We also compare the four indicators of Rand, Sensibility, NMI and ACC with the PELC algorithm and other 7 well-known clustering algorithms for the Olivettifaces dataset. The results are listed in Table 1 .
In order to quantitatively compare the clustering performance of the PELC algorithm and other classical algorithms, we use PELC and 7 well-known clustering algorithms, including Hierarchical [9] , Spectral [10] , Chameleon [11] , AP [8] , DBSCAN [15] , K-means [13] , DPC [17] , to calculated Rand index, Sensitivity index, NMI index, ACC index on 10 datasets and listed them in Table 1 .
From the above experimental results, we can find that k-means works well in datasets that contain spherical clusters. However, it works poorly in multiple streamlined and scaled clusters. The AP algorithm identifies clustering centers by passing messages between data points, ignoring the essential VOLUME 6, 2018 characteristics of the cluster centers, which lead to undesired results. And it performs poorly in the above datasets since it cannot handle a variety of datasets. The Chameleon algorithm can handle datasets containing arbitrary shapes, but it can hardly to detect sparse clusters, so the clustering effect in the Iris dataset is not very good. DBSCAN, Hierarchical and Spectral algorithms work well on some datasets, but they do not achieve good results on all datasets. The experimental results show that DPC is a kind of fast and relatively efficient methods, especially in spherical datasets, but it is not ideal for some non-spherical datasets.
As can be seen from Table 1 , the PELC and 7 wellknown algorithms calculate 4 clustering performance indexes including Rand index, Sensitivity index, NMI index and ACC index on 10 datasets. Among the 40 index data, 30 index data of the PELC algorithm are optimal, the other 10 index data of the PELC are not optimal, but are close to optimal. The other algorithms win these 10 best index data. So the PELC algorithm achieves good clustering results on various datasets. At the same time, we also observe that the PELC cannot implement optimal clustering on any data set and there is no solution to all problems. So PELC should have an appropriate data type. The PELC has a DBSCAN framework, so it can cluster datasets of arbitrary shapes and uneven densities and remove noise data. At the same time, the PELC is an improved algorithm for DPC algorithm [17] , similar to the DPC, which can automatically measures the distance between any two data points. It does not require parameterizing a probability distribution or a multidimensional density function. So it can be used to classify highdimensional data. In addition, the PELC algorithm is a completely parameter-free algorithm, which can automatically analyze some datasets with unknown number of clusters, automatically obtain the number of clusters and complete the clustering. Therefore, those data types with unknown cluster number, high dimension, arbitrary shape, uneven density and noise are suitable for PELC algorithm.
The main goal of this paper is not only to propose a clustering method that simply outperforms DPC and other 6 wellknown algorithms in clustering effect, but also to implement a clustering algorithm with the following two characteristics:
(1) A real parameter-free clustering algorithm. It can automatically obtain the number of clusters and complete the clustering of datasets without any parameters and no artificial setting of the number of clusters.
(2) The algorithm has a good clustering effect. It slightly outperforms (or roughly equals) DPC and other classical algorithms in clustering performance.
Most of the current clustering methods include DPC and 6 other well-known algorithms all belong to parameterized methods. Their optimal parameters are often obtained through experience or repeated attempts, but there is no effective analytical method to obtain them. This limits the application scenario and performance of the clustering algorithm because if people use a clustering algorithm with parameters to classify an unknown dataset, they often can't get the best parameters in the first place, which will affect the effect of clustering.
The PELC algorithm proposed in this paper does not need to set parameters, nor does it need to choose the number of clusters artificially in the process of the algorithm. As can be seen in Table 1 , among the 40 cluster indicator data (the 4 cluster indicators of 10 test datasets), 30 index data of the PELC algorithm are optimal, the other 10 index data of the PELC are not optimal, but are close to optimal, which shows good clustering effect. That is to say, as a whole, PELC slightly exceeds (or approaches) the clustering effect of DPC and other classical algorithms, and at the same time, it can automatically determine the number of clustering and realize the real parameter-free automatic clustering.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new parameter-free clustering method named PELC. The novelty of the PELC algorithm is that it can automatically determine the number of clustering and cluster without any artificial parameters. The algorithm extracts parameters from the dataset based on the potential entropy method and then uses the DBSCAN framework to find the optimal number of clusters and complete the clustering. While the PELC algorithm classifies data completely automatically, it achieves roughly the same or better clustering accuracy as other parameter-based clustering algorithms. It is suitable for those data types with unknown cluster number, high dimension, arbitrary shape, uneven density and noise. The PELC algorithm can be widely used in the field of data mining and pattern recognition such as image processing, character recognition, and heterogeneous data analysis. 
